The Last Vaudevillian is a road movie that features a man who makes and lectures about his own travel films. More specifically it is about a series of travel film "screening events'* that have their own set of technical and social characteristics. Viewers gain a selective view of traveling with John Holod from New York to Florida as he practices his trade. As such, viewers are offered a back-stage view of a communication genre that many people either simply take for granted as unproblematic or may even believe has passed away into film history.
and tell framework, perhaps more common to personal and small-group contexts than public professional ones. We also learn about certain features of the self-selected audiences that attend live showings of travel films in contemporary times, including positive and negative reactions in a modified uses-and-gratifications perspective.
The pace and tone of Ruoff s production is in harmony with Holod's demeanor -the match is quite good. But while I found Ruoff s film to move along particularly well, I personally found Holod's general tone-deadpan, light-hearted and jovial-rather distracting and off-putting in places. While we might know what he is trying to do with his audiences, we might remain annoyed with his verbal presentation as well as some values and general attitude. He seems to intrude as potentially the center of another study.
We get a well rounded look at the screening of travelogues in a very real sense-actually traveling to screening locations, arranging furniture on stage, checking sound/amplification systems and 16mm projectors, setting out videotapes for sale after the screening, among other details. Ruoff contributes to a growing number of important studies that attempt to examine the process-surrounding-product, or take a re-look at the taken-for-granted, in this case, how a particular message form (the travelogue) comes into existence and how it works as a medium of communication.
Ruoff gives us a wonderful example of what might be call a "screening or exhibition event" -not just the making of a film but the making of a presentation of a film. We learn that among travel film lecturers, some variation exists in presentation framework, from a down-home model of showing home movies to a standup comedy model familiar to show business. Viewers get a nice example of gaining information about the form, the travel film, as well as its production, presentation and reception.
Ruoff presents us with an interesting example of the problematic notion of "intended audience." This is a refreshing example because in most cases, Holod has a good sense of audience. His film style, associated rhetoric and general low key manner are all consistent and directed toward older viewers, people who admit to wanting an uncontroversial and safe exposure, an inexpensive night out, some education and possibly a vicarious experience. Holod and other travel film lecturers Several components of this are rather distracting. First, Holod's sometimes sardonic and sarcastic tone gets tiresome in places. Viewers may sense he is trying to get the best of two worlds-he is self-deprecating while sounding superior. In places, I kept hearing a W. C. Fields commentary. I say distracting because I value the film for revealing the reality of people seeing travel films rather than the reality of John Holod.
Visual Anthropology Review
While we are asked to accept Holod's description of his private and professional life, some important pieces are missing. How does he do his film production? Who does he work with, where does he edit his footage, make transfers to videotape, and the like. Does he always travel alone and eat alone in his travel home? In turn, where is the film crew for Ruoff s film? Fly-on-the-wall techniques can be met with distraction and threaten credibility in current viewing experience. In short, while viewers are invited back-stage, they are cut off at the pass.
I remain enthusiastic about using this thirty minute film in my classes. When asking students, for instance, where ordinary people get their knowledge of places in the world they can never visit or peoples they can never meet, we find a taken-for granted acceptance of National Geographic, some feature films and documentaries, and even travelogues. 
Temple University
Female directors must have their own viewing angle. The camera is in the director's eyes. The female director stands beside the camera and she must use her own point of view to tell the story. This viewing angle is different from that of the male director standing next to the camera and looking at the same things. One must find one's own eyes. This is the value of one's existence as a female director.
Huang Shuqin, film director from the Shanghai Film Institute (from the video)
The title of this video should hearken viewers to Sol Worth and John Adair's pioneering work, Through Navajo Eyes (1972), in which the researchers handed film cameras to seven Navajo adults to determine
